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Woody and Jon

JON : So we have a real polarity here, though . Because we're talking about

art first of all. And we discussed, like last time, or the time before
erd

last time, problems of art, problems of formalism, romanticism and so forth.

'We
And then you talky about a methodology at the same time which is, if not

opposed needs a prior justification which we struggle to give it . This is

not for copying. . .

WOODY: Everything is for copying. It interests me .

JON: I've tried to write about this . I've done thirty of forty pages . And

'm
what I find is that I always - there's virtually nothing in the field ig for

me to - I can respond to feelings of excess that are going on and feelings

of disinterest and all of these things which is my personal reaction to
aV14

things . But those ideas that I find so compelling - this is not yet at

the level of images - when I wee try to express the urgency or. importance

of them, I find that I'm talking to a world that might have first of all

no point of communication with the ideas, secondly no point of communication

with the urgency of those ideas . And so whereas it's completely justified

to myself in my own personal reactions, as a means for a dialogue with

those people, which is everybody else, I find it almost impossible to esta-
is the

	

les o

	

somehow

blish this . And that secondly, when I look for work that sexte embody
W,4+%

these ideas -J I'm left holding nothing. There's nothing .

l-ef me

	

-~~,~5
WOODY:

	

comment on thst because I've also come to the conclusion

that *6 whatever we've been doing has the same stigma . That we are continuously

open to improvisation:, Continuously trying to catch what's actual a to us,

what's not actual to the discipline . We in fact try - I like that idea which
you

you brought which is of discipline -`try to bring a set of requirements, let's

soon we kind of drifted

because for me discipline

with, at a certain point

cQrT.?nnC'-sly ca'a~ht. irn

what's actual to me . And I'm unable

That would m--an we would have to freoze or stop our interest in conte porary

ali&nment of our tho~~ghts and just look back . That's probably the opposing

mentally we are not able to look back and evaluate something from that scien-

tific or historical viewpoint . So I guess it would be impossible for us

to do t'~;~'job . I was hoping that w you would have the strength or the

define the discipline, the elements of it, but very

away from $ it . I can understand from my vi$wpoint

is something of a past . That's what you have dealt

you k

	

rationallized or dismissed . That r!eans I'm

of course to look at it as a discipline .
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reason - the line of reas&ning to deal with it was a discipline, but . . .

JON : There's a real double bind here, though, which is that we are within

art

	

that's undeniable . We aan redefine it as we go along, of course, which

we've all been doing. But secondly is that our methodology is just full

of shit . Brecause when we seek to define these parameters these are para-

meters that - and this is relevant of course - these are parameters that

allow our minds to focus on certain problems which ePe our subjectivity or
Y~dCtip

emotions or°whatever have brought us to these things . If this is clear
whole

at all.

	

So that for me the notion of bringing a methodology into this

is kind of a perversion on one level, yet on the other hand it is the

aspect of rigor which I'm somewhat ambivalent about . Because ultimately

I think the real issues ixist not so much in the ideas as the communication

that goes on between the tape or the maker erthe audience .

	

And that's another

interesting thing which is that - one thing I noticed while reading through

use what's now a hunderd pages of transcript5is that we have never spoken

really of that communication with the audience . It's always been the maker

alone in his loft or in his studio in his home or whatever, who communicates

with the system*

	

And he' communicates with the machines and wo makes a tape

which is a statement but there is absolutely nothing about those codes of
are contained

thought or those modes of communication that M

	

eA:n within the tape and

how they will communicate with the audience and what that communication

within the means t$at the tape does it w444 means . And that's a very
k; ,-d C t

interesting presupposition . That we were so set on being scien£ific

that we've eliminated that other quality - that other side of the equation .

STEINA : Do all disciplines have thatlconcern?

JON : Well Science is a personal refle3iveness which is the scientist who

tries to discover a fact . Which is fine when you're dealing with perception

because these things are in some sense factual, . But as soon as you try to

broaden your scope - which is something I think 1",--'re in_nerently trrv"Lng to

do, is broaden it beyond issues of perception, - then you have to deal with

thi--_-s that are not facts but effects or codes or whatever . And that

we've completely ignored this aspect . And that might be the aspect that's

so important .
a

WOODY: But you see if you take -z- =T- - astronomy which you would call science

the subject of astronomy today in the sense of broad popularly appreciated

subject is the black hole . What is it? It's a hypothesis .
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JON : It's a very compelling hypothesis .
dcah w+U-

WOODY: If you look at the most interesting scientific work --_-== ' :a DNA.

Which is effort to disclose a code .

KEEM

STEINA: Yes, but it is strangely non-exclusive . Because he talked in the

beginning about the exclusivity, also in the second speech about the maker

and the machines as exclusive and that he was concerned that he was maybe

writing this forty pages for a very - you didn't use the word exclusive -

for a very narrow. . .

JON: Sure . What I think I mean is that you have to take other people's

presuppositions and you have to be in them, you have to put yourself into

them and then say that "These are my presuppositions, and maybe you should

have these presuppositions because if you follow. . . .Maybe you should have

my presuppositions because if you see your presuppositions then maybe what

might be the next step of what youre saying might fit very well into this.

And this might be very relevant . And yet I don't find that .

STEINA: With what you said,,- black holes, and DNA, it is somehow - I don't
e~eo

know kow - it is not exclusive .

	

It is something you read about in Time

Magazine even in worst publications all the time .

	

It has become a patt

of the property of the population- anybody who's interested. Whereas this

field . . . 1 5 5 1 total~yexeluS1

WOODY: Art used to be like that . People would assign to it particular

metaphysical qualities then they would go congregate to the concerts .

But I think what you're ' talking about is also rooted in .tJ°rat there's a

schism which is between the culture as we perceive it and activity as we

do or keep on doing. Because you said it was about art. It was about art
st

as long as we agree amongl aurselves that this is art . But in fact we have

net much k
coice because the split between what is or we expect from arty

Ey10lic"+t
also we have a~Edemand on art which would be

	

°, much more broader,

much more satisfying, but what we do is all the denials of that .

	

It is kind

of today as it looks kike we have a luxury of not dealing with the appli-

cation of art . We can divorce totally the usefulness of art from the

activity. And if you sit in the basement and just do that particular inves-

titation between you and th4naching - within itself that is fully justified

because in some sense it is the moral attitude . That you don't have the
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controls to manipulate the society and you don't want to have the controls .

Because the other art, the official or the legitimate or the big art was

interested, and still is interested in manipulation.

JON : So maybe one important difference is that I'm not interested in mani-

pulation but what I hm interested in,is in. . .Let me go back and put this

into real sentences . what I am most interested in * is modes of thought .

And what I see . . .My m huge disappointment with art as a whole is that

the modes of thought are very very old . That the modes of thought that

go into the making and the modes of thought that go into the viewing er 4-f,-e
-!he e

experience of them ) are very old -

	

undreds of years, sometimes .

	

I'm interested
with

	

to
- and this is allied ;6e but not identical

	

matters of convention.- You

know, artistic convention. This is similar but they have overlapping areas .

T- What I see the function of is the artist - which is also that of the

scientist and the philosopher and all these things .

	

In many ways the

boundaries are not all that strong. - is that -it is his job to find ;6
4

ways that advance - and this is not in any sense a thing wik progress

but that challenge and qUe-stion and then assert new ways of thought . New

-nodes
modes of seeing. new

	

s of experienc~g . And this has very much to do

cbsUra .
with your work in the camera tee. You, too, had seen that this mode

saw

and I have some questions about it that I'll approach, but you had-eee~ that

this thing was very old and here we have 4OAe tools that will enable us to

form new paradigms of the world through an observational mechanism which is

not just our eyes or the spatial concerns that our ears give us or our touch
re

or whatever . And that all these things are there and can be boded . Thought

r.
and experience can also be boded . For me this is the whole thing .

WOODY: Again so-called science has these realities . That it deals wig for

example "space . And that is the utmost boundary of our space - imagination . Or the

science deals with DNA which they feel they challenge the Creator .

	

They

a -+rtal
think this is sew attack on God. They'v'established these very large . . .

be t up +11at-

	

mythology as a very powerful one .

	

That the competition between

the individual and a large, or larger, or largest system. . That's what they

practice . Art does not have this dimension in a way. What fascinates me

about art is that art is still the struggle of an individual with an indivi-
hcf"

dual .

	

I ke the feeling of the competition

	

_1 _ t_

	

between. . . the sense of

compete just to survive in the neighborhood of another man.

	

Science does

not have that because they rather look many light years outward instead of

looking at their neighbor. And if they look at their neighbor, or course,

they look at his D?ETA structure which has nothing to do with him because
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he's just 13oing to pass awq,

	

Eventually the common mythology will be
eventually

assembled and God will be transpired .('-

	

a~5pare ~

JON: So what happened when 6be Copernicus finally decided that the earth

revolves around the sun? What happened when. . .what's another good example?

What happened when Nils-(Bore ?) decided that there might be this
h

entarity that operates and thit changes everyting , per-

s the way that we should look at the world . What happened when they

developed non-Euclidean geometries? These are very particular and direct
the wav that

and relevant questions to

	

we construct the world.

STEINA: These are the highest creative moments of an individual.

JON: Of the culture as well.

STEINA : Copernicus, I don't know in what kind of environment he worked, but

principle of can

very close.

Borg (?) worked with a lot of other scientists . Einstein. Suddenly they
find profound +Nnck

just crossed the boundaries and ¬eon~ thivs truth.

	

And"they are

	

T thinlG

same

JON : What they also do is that they realign all thosecoordinates that

we've been operating under. That I think is . . .

STEINA : But hasn't art done it too? Like say cubism and certainly brou3i,t d

whole 'nevi may of See*n9 +had was reott' Ueh be .kr'e ?

JON : Well, I thin* the renaissance did. I don't know if there's been any-

thing comparable .

WOODY : I still find that the theories of heliocentricism or geocentricism I

don"t like - it was known to some people in Egypt that there X a helio-

Cbrn~c l{d.~: (~

	

~
centrical system . But it was een6tently forgotten because it did not fit

into the definition of an individual because he cannot share heliocentrical

system .

JON : What do you mean by definition of an individual?

WOODY : So! before Columbus it wasn't known - it was known

	

- of course

that there was actually a sphere but it wasn't on the map that way . It

k~ ~ome
wasn't prover~ it wasn't accepted, it didn't

	

commercialized.

	

Eventually
was

after that, of course A16 IMPLu l5e to find a shorter route around the globe .

So there was a notion of it . But that we find ourselves confined on a sphere,

it was very important to make it commonly acceptable and challenge all the

dogma5of * the Bible, whatever.

	

Today, of course, that is not a problem any

more . We are trying to find the--mss boundaries, like the beginning of time

o~
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individual?

b

That's kind of a common problem that magazines write about .

JON: Yes, but what is this paradigm that causes the confrontation with the

WOODY: It depends how much an individual can take as not being individualistic .

There's a continuous shifting the boundary of berg an individual as a self-

protected or self-controlled unit . This struglle between something larger

than him, have always perpetuated his relationship between the individual

and God because it seems to be a direct report .

	

The distance was kept

in a way abstract

	

but also concrete . Today also we're trying to somehow

define the place of an individual contrary to the large systems Weewase~r like
art

But again, I put Vinto that particular category which has a human dimension.

Contrary times when art was interpreted as totally metaphysical or God-like

activity.

	

I think this is the only area in which we can still assemble a

respectable set of problems and compete with each other as human beings.

Because we are not competing with a discipline, of course historically it is .
historically

Art ist~a discipline . But as activity, there's not a value on contemporary
always

activit,*es . Nobody Peall knows hew who's really a good artiste.

	

That comes

later.

	

But the activity itself is a subject of many competitions - in a moral

sense, in a craft sense, in seat contemporality on some qualities . That kind

of definition of individual viewpoints interests me .

JON: What I think maybe is that it's the only activity where the detail is

manageable .

	

You can circumscribe your fields of operation to your own liking.

You can do that . And'-that you are then able to choose those relevant aspects

and this4 simply in the working eepeet question of information flow and

	

also
right now

extension to other areas. So you are able to mange what is for science"a

mass of detail that no man can comprehend. It is impossible . That's interesting

because it's not a suspect operation that you can circumscribe your world -

it becomes an affirmation, both of - you know, asserting the

	

ividual

as you sand, and also an affirmation of some kind of coherence that exists

within this'huge � ,

WOODY : I would say holism or whatever . That's what I had a feeling for at

a certain time that why we practice art is that we"break down this notion

of a discipline, in some sense is very wellkept, it's very successful .

We can suddenly take, put it together and progeclaimvart as activity is

all-encompassing and it deals equally with every aspect of it . No other

discipline probably has e such a privilege even if they claim - of course

all the disciplines today claim to be inter-disciplinary . Especially the
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brain studies.

	

They say you don't know one component o~ thought process

then you are lost .

	

But in a pragmatic sense everybody has his own field

to work on and they are very much satisfied, very much successful, of course .

13ecauSe of 44ie
division of"labor. But of course in art also it becomes';when

people group in particular directions and establish a particular structure .

STEINA : But they always have .

WOODY: They always have.
early

JON: Well, the workshops . . .the workshops of theffenaissance . . .

obvious but it's the same . I think it's just human.

WOODY : Again, so it's human. . .

to all these things .

+hen

eve~atuelly
JON : These are things that came''later .

has d
STEINA : They always have grouped. An artiste always has to have his fellow

artists be his first audience, his ¬i~~A or her first audience, to start

some incestuous. . .look at any school, in music and in picture-making .

	

S Art

needs~t too, even if they are anarchists or enfants terribles or whatever.

That's interesting, because in science it's obvious . In art it's not ee

k
JOLT : Tell me, do you thin, this is another question of why video, is it

for you a kind of nexus? A connection point? A junction of all these
hat ~o, u " re using

things? That you can, giventhi-S equipment and the operational possibilities,

of your own mind, of the culture, of all of these things - that video gives

you this availability, this . . .There's a word I want but I can't think of it -

WOODY: First of all I would say to pick up or select or stay with a discipline

in art means that you 4:have to respect to a certain degree the discipline .

JON : The history of it?
a~}i(-LiD1es

WOODY : Your personah Of course it's also based on ability. Some one knows

rnaq
how to paint ash eventually Tevelopes a liking for that and find it respec-

a.}'s

	

one
table . The mom condition. The second condition is what can an indivi-

dual practice freely. It's a territorial demand . To be in a free territory.

I found these both in video . First of all it was a freer discipline . It was

totally undisciplined .

	

Secondarily I could sense that it has great relevancy
(~cc ~" uSe

to what I appreciate as general philosophy. "It had the mystery, it had the

power, it had all the equipment of obscure undefined modes . A11 the interesting

undefined area which I could be totally secure, unthreatened.

STEINA : But specifically it had the timing element .

WOODY: Yeah, it does, but these are things . . .
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WOODY: . . .that came eventually later. . . Because the education. . .

IN

	

ritrc 4herc
STEM: . . .but maybe they e

	

s before . . .

WOODY: That might have been an instinct . . It was the greatest mystery

I could encounter. Because let's say like sex at a certain age is the

great mystery. . .

JON: But that passes very quickly.

WOODY: That may pass very quickly. But suddenly there was this cultural

entity which was 44;6e4d totally undefined.

JON : All right . 1Because what I like about video most is that it will tell

you things . If I had to paint and I had to make these things where every

A-L- was deliberate i berate
~'k '

	

, then it would be for me, simply a rendition of what I

TVV

am or my ideas or all these things which
could SitEen

totally. That I

have no desire to represent myself to an audience . But I do have the desire,

which is very much, to ask certain questions . Both of the audience and the

equipment and the equipment is a way for me to ask questions and then to

get an answer or further questions for other people from it . I do not

have to impose completely my subjectivity on 81canvas .

	

Which is important

to me .

WOODY : That has two ends . One is that you h can step away, or get a certain

distance from the

	

(as

	

enterprise, to explain, to have the message, to

have the truth which people expect from Art .

	

Strangely enough they emr.

Oahe
continuously frustrated that there is a lack of answers there . And they

somehow Tiind it in the , lpast arts. They always find important answers through

the man of the nineteenth century. They say "Dostoevsky understood" and we

will accept 31 because he did understand something which they didn't under-

stand before .

	

I also like very much to step away, or to step further or

be in the distance with this duty, to interpret, to just say. Because I know

I rationally know these answers . But there's a while different generation

of artists, your contemporaries, who are more innocent . I just realized

the other day I was painting some ridiculous layout of a pritted circuit

board and I found this incredible passion of painting and I realized it

could be so w-personal in the sense of a message .

	

It could just be the

same fascination with this material .

	

It's a metallic paint. Weight it.

	

It's

very heavy. And this substance just told me alot about the material, about

the matter it laf . You find this in every discipline . I'm sure that
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sculptors must be thrilldv knowting there is a

	

structure behind

the stone .

	

So you can probably project into the universe through any

\Nt
discipline .

	

I%w just privilege that for ourselves .

	

Electronics. . .

JON : What I think I love very much about music and dislike intensely about

painting and video) is that when you're performing music, it's gone weRe

once you've done it . So you don't have to hand around and watch it .

Video, on the other hand, saves itself and it is magnificent . . .

STEINA : Not necessarily.

JON: Well you don't have to turn on the tape recorder, but it is magnificent,

like you said, having this immediate response in performing music, where your

breath is the message. Whereas in video - and once you've done it and

whether you've done well or badly and whatever you've said, it's gone and

it's genuinely immediate .

STEINA : Are you talking about solo performance or with a group?

JON: I've never played with an orchestra.

STEINA: So you play alone?

JON: I play alone and in chamber groups .

WOODY: Do you improvise, or is it written music?

JON : Both.

WOODY : You see we have to consider the code. Once the music is coded, notated,

then you have to find that the code is equally important to preservation of

such an activity as , improvisation.

	

Improvisation on one side is the immediate

product .

	

The interpretation, it may be what holds the tradition of music

together . So that is forever.

STEINA: That is forever . Every performer will pick 4 up the style of
eighteenth

seventeenth century music'-for e43r-6seF century.

JON : There are many ways to - this is not at all relevant, but have you

heard the if performance of the r-+u5ical . It is an

absolutely new kind of interpretation .

STEINA : Well, I'm waiting for it . That's the only piece by bee; Bach I

can't stand. But what you touched on were two things, that's why I was

interested . First is the scoring, where you interpret.and strangely

enough we are almost like born with it 1 or h we get it from somewhere -

I don't know where - we know how to interpret the different music differently.

We change styles when we go to another page and we look at it it's a different
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So that's sort of very strange.

	

And video isn't e scored yet, but it will

be.

WOODY Wait a minute . 'Vhe image, what I call camera obscura image, is a

very definite score. In this time of image-making, television image
OwnIIat»r - i S

derived from photographic, it'sy a score .

STEINA: Oh. That's nice .
in

WOODY: That's how I look at it .

	

It has it's own style end time and period. . .

~8r
It has everything it has to have a=s a score.

STEINA : But it is not planned out on paper, like Mozart who went out for a

walk and came home and had a whole symphony composed.

	

He just had to write

it down.

JON: It doesn't need a further step for i4le its realization . but that's

a very subtle difference.

WOODY: Okay. I would have to think about it more .

STEINA: But the other thing that I was going to bring up was the group{ Coast.
0� the we5

improvisation. Because that was the dream of

	

. He

wanted to bring people together and have them turn various knobs and hold

the lens of the camera ford the people and do this and go into this incredible

concert where everybody would be harmonious and they would make this master-

piece by being a group and creating to ether exactly on musical concept of

PdUB 9
group improvisation, In a way that brought the Xnter down. It was an

impossible dream . But it shouldn't be so impossible should it?

JON : I don't know. People don't relate to - image is so less penetrating

than sound.

	

It doesn't enter your sub-conscious the same way.

	

It's

yrtt ca4 5hLkt
obvious music just enters, '

	

your ears an& it gets there .

Sound requires an act of will to subsume, music requires one to listen

too well but it has a much more . . .

WOODY: It has something to do with the simplicity.

	

If you deal with a

simple image, slowly revolve it, the way music is, because musi+s so

abstract to us, but we can structurally analyze it, analyze the structure -
we

it is a e5~% simple system and it's a finite amount of elements that somehow

can comprehend asstructure fully . and almost all the time .

	

But if you

ar,.4
deal with image, since it's so dense, A has so many levels of meanings,

that's how we get jammed and we refuse in fact to view it as a simple

experience . But if we e4#.Rply the simplify the amount of elements in the
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visual sense, and its modes of evolving - you know, the dynamic structure,

we can eventually arrive to a genre which is very much. . .

JON : I'm not su sure.

WOODY : But we don't want that . We read images differently.

JON : H Exactly.

WOODY: We like a short-cut, we like a symbol which flashes only at one time,

provides a paradox. That's the victory of film, cinema, that it became

such a brief statement .

JON : You see, I don't - it's funny, the harmonies of thx-- image, the flat-out

stuff - speak to us almost as the hme harmonies of music but there's no

in image
melody herb. Or it's not that Brakhage may have been able to do it at

some point and still does .

	

But that it doesn't speak to us in the same -

one doesn't perceive images rhythmically, or over time in the same way

without an immense act of will and a huge amount of 4r3-_.

STEINA : I'm sorry I think that's the only thing that the image can do is

be rhythmic . Seek you see a silent film and something happens that's

very rhythmical then you make your ee own sound to it.

	

Then you start

heaol
singing in your certain melodies or something. . .dum dum because the image

is going dum dum . And you know.

	

That's the only thing where I can interpret

image as sound . Whereas if you listen to a Beehhoven symphony you imagine

Qlat~orms

	

and structures and corridors and there is incredible architec-
ooct

tural build that you .can see . Whevenever you want to you can see ~ music.

JON : this is really trivial . But I'm thinking of

	

(Gwynn's) remakk

What was the name of that tape? Sweet verticality? Remember when he was

talking about how he wanted to create a rhythmic structure but he simply

could not see images e6rhythmic . And we go through Hollywood with all its
-1,E

	

a{(Fc t

	

ou

immense invisible cutting . The rhythms affect you, but"on the level of

commenting on what is pictured. And so its not perceived in any way the same

way .

	

It's terceived seemingly always not in terns of abstraction, like music

is, rhythm in music, but rather as commentary on the subject matter .

WOODY; But if you look at 51har~t5'

	

work, it's just totally different .

I'm talking of that level of signification which eventually allows you

as
to see as rhythmical or harmonic and it's simply we haven't been looking

at film that way. We have been looking at film as life, real life, whatever

+11at
that heritage of camera obscura is, how we interpret photographic art.
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JON: Because we learn to see it as continuity

WOODY :

	

Not only that . We demand that that is to us centain truth, and we

v&it it, in fact, abstract. We want to associate that with a certain

reality and that has been through my whole life, film has been until

recently for me the most - after photography - the most realistic or

most convincing reality.

	

I always look at painting as something totally

divorced from reality. Music is totally abstract of course . Sculpture

becomes immensely artificial and dance is the most decadent and distaneet
meanings

	

that's why
naturality. So film has substituted this particular need and ee we look

at films . 4-41i5 w84

STEINA: I remember John Whitney's film, Arabesque, because it was remarkable

$tree
because it was all sound structures, but he had put sound; external sound

to it, and he had picked, . . .he had cut the 4epe film to that music which

had nothing to do with the sound structures that he made from frequencies .
for

JON: Except that the most cliched kind of rendition we get fran those images

because they're arabesques so he took - was it Indian or Eastern music?

STEINA : Something like that.

JON : So that is the most cliched kind of . . .

STEINA: but if I could only have heard the original sound, the frequencies

W5
that made the spirals and everything.

WOODY: But the simplicity again, because it was a finite set of elements

h
.b,aV ~oLt

	

t:e comprehend just made it that way, made it musical.

	

If ke would use

photography, because for me any photographic image is bekond simplicity

even if it's a tree or"a stone because you immediately question these

things, like where is it, why is it, what color, what day - all those

questions which will keep you busy forever just looking at a single

image, i� Those dyharnit Sirucfi~reS

	

.

E Nc~c ~hF Tape 'Peeds u
p and Ixcemes wry &Mc:.tl11 -~o u Et'Sfd~-~C~,

I ~,i,t\ ~7E ~~ry ~ dEC ;

	

her iF

	

~ i1o~-. j1tiE~ ~~ 1Y13t~ ~ uSe~
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61 bE 7Zti' 0

STEINA: So what is a trluia4 ph,tuk ?

JON: So first of all, to defend myself, maybe the problem with the

sixties vas that the experience was . . . let's say that the reaction

was so much against the art product that they wanted to completely

dematerialize the experience . I do not at all believe that . Because
went

I feel that this process has to come-

	

very directly and fairly con-

cretely as well) on
modes of perception that we can bring to normal

life,ways that we would decode our normal everyday experiences so

that there has to be image material there because we go through life

with image mew: or sound material or touch material, other things .

kc.Cl..
But that what I don't want is to present things

	

are hermetically

sealed outside of this wpainting .

	

A certain kind of painting.

	

Most

kinds of painting. What I want is to posit ideas which the audience . . .

which can realize and then transfer in a very direct and so forth way

to . . . in their rendition of these everyday sexperiences going through

life . I have been an utter failure .

WOODY : It's very hard to- -justify cubism as passing on kind of a message .

SU(Q . IfS Completely abstl'aCt
JON :"And when they talk about it they always speak of it as deriving

from . . . . relativity theory . . . of W 11dQUC1'

WOODY: It has been disputed . When I grew up which was the fifties

-they MR
culturally it-was still disputed .

	

There were schools which would

deny cubism as being at all valid. Modernists. Not true modernists, bu,}

socialist modernist8. But going back to the mythical sixties, I think

it was the only way to de-establish art as activity . Because the arti-

facts of the official art was understood to be controlled by the gal-
and if

leries, by the establishment .

	

So that was a pure escape thet was agreed

on by the rest of the society and it even I produced a product, like

maybef alternate consciousness that could sell hash pipes . Mandala5,

a
posters or certain music which contains so many of those processed

be es+
codes that they did not have to spell -t out so explicitly.

	

So it

created also it-*s reality so to speak. So it wasn't only e intellectual,

it was a totally agreed on possibility of non-reality as being totally

real .

	

So I think e~i the whole generation. . .especially the musicians

-tre~~e.,dousy
welcomed that tot-

	

because suddenly to reject the whole ritual

of sitting by a piano in your black dress and all the rituals of per-

I-ave eti

	

gust
fonning could be simply disregarded.

	

And it was a beautiful possibility.
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about what's needed.

But of course it just went t heaway of time .

	

Time today requires, or

it seems to b me again . :w are all confined~to our own imagination

JON : Sure . This is also completely beside the point but I see punk

4ldt
rock and that whole culture which derives from it as something

absolutely
which is __ r'-=tel:; alien to me . Yet I am precisely of that generation.

And here I see some people I respect very much in New York City getting

into this . And I have to h ask myself - and this relates back to the

initial question that opened this - is that I have to ask myself how

ie is it that I can make known to these people why these things are

so compelling and why b they should be important to them? And that's
obv i cusly

a real problem .

	

Not as a social thing but that vnow we're in completely

different territories . Because this work has nothing whatsoever to do

with punk.

WOODY : I see this total schism. I see the cultural split is complete .

Between what's called avant-garde and what's called pop . Popular .

Because avant-garde is now mutating into whe#* popular .

	

Like if

you take Prairie oysters . Of course it was always inherited in this
A56

alternate culture model to pervert or invert the avant-garde, legitimate

avant-garde . It never really had the guts to do wj it because it was

self-
such a\protected milieu . You co n't really commit'suicide . Today it's

more legitimate because avant-garde is becoming in a way a nuisance as

a social Set-L. ,

JON: That's funny becuase I thought for a long time, . . . Somebody saidt

"So this is avant-garde video" and I had to say "But there is no avant-

garde any more ." And now all of a sudden were in the position of being

the avant-garde and so are a number of other people in movements .

	

And

so here you :6 have something which from what was the art, contemporary

art, has moved to pop . And so here we find that this serious and now
ri'd OE

strikingly traditional and classicalVmode of investigation becomes one

of a number of serious works that are continuing .

WOODY: It's only in the moral interpretation because avant-garde is a

need for each time to interpret what is the most progressive - of

course there really isn't the political meaning of the twenties and

thirties, but still there is no other term - what's called conteimpo-

kJoN' . . . the T"ost extended " " f
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rnusif-

rary is

	

usually established already.

	

Conteemporary"may mean

(Lutaslavsky) or it may mean Jerry Hiller .

	

The

need to label things "avant-garde" will always exist. But now what

we Ball the most minimal or formal, formally most insisting; that's

what usually moves it into total isolation. Arid more and more I

have to respect that particular branch which is defined morally.

Again, it's the monkish type of existence which we have been taking

about last time .

STEINA: These term video for individual expression, or any kind of

independent video that's not meant for any purpose . P Jon is

right, there can't be any avant-garde, there couldn't possibly be

an avant-garde but we identify with people in other disciplines

who are not commercial who are sort of making it as t1eir own . . .

WOODY:

	

i Like us in independent cinema, I think the transposition
~cg~fir~tL

of let's say means of production, equipment and cameras fromvHollywood

to personalized medium which is equally or maybe more respected - of

course it's also defined morally. Like Jonas Mekas put a total

definition of that in a moral sense . The same struggleg that industry has

brought video into in a way state of glorification, because it was

alternate to the industry - th the establishment,4nd in fact it also

established an individual~an investigator of what was before centers,

experiemental centers . . .

STEINA : See first it"-.was called "alternate medium"

WOODY : . . .Again it goes towards the basic idea that it was continuously

defined in the role of the individual in these activities . That's

what my only concern is~ even if I'm leaning toward total a-social model

Of e'XiSft~~CC
Still it's more interesting to me to define what I'm

doigg as an individual within that than find the duties towards the

society.

JON : See I want to find out about these models that you're using.

Because they're astounding to me .

WOODY: Which ones?

JON: Well, the ones that relate to the individual versus 44te society -

I would never see it this way, nor express it this way - the one that

always comes back to commericialism as a point of comparison, tbz

means of production. I would never ever kind of put this whole endeavor
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or endeavors into that kind of framework.

STEINA: Why not?

JON: Because it seems to me that I am - this is something else, I'm

really asking Woody about it seems socialism.

	

It seems like particu-

larly dialectic and socialist terns to put it in . I would not because

would
I"tend to see whatever work the individual does as both tymptomatic and

indicative and derivative of society. I would see the individual as

inherently within that .

WOODY : It's true, based on my experience, that everything so-called

progressive or unique can be institutionalized . For example like

socialism or communiem.~ Communists were outcasts at a certain period

then hhey have been instrumental to the socialist change and they

totally disintegrated into the most unbelievable status quo I've seen.

The same happened to the so-called avantlgarde artists in my culture .

They became ministers of culture, some of them, they eventually became

powerful . . .You must understand, it was a very positive movement .

Communism took over from the old guard which was the corrupt mill

owners or whatever. Suddenly it was an unbelievable morally justifiable

act .

STEINA : They put artists on a life-long pension .

JON : Tell me, tl4s is 1946 .

WOODY: 1948 actually, officially. But that happened in every kind of

post-revolutionary country. I was preceding that . F*pecially in the

fifties, my idols of avant-garde - poets for example - became totally

associated with the status quo . So b I had no tolerance towards any-

thing that can be institutionalized or made into a status quo.

	

And

the only defense is an individual who's unable to conform . Not because

he's strong but because he's or she's weak . Because there's no options .

That is very important . These options 4 can be brought up by different

reeds
meens, by interest . Like I'm interested that in certain areas there's

no interest, the society has no interest . Because that makes me in a
extremely

way unconformable .

	

In other ways I'm eempletel'y conformable .

	

Even 4,he

has
14 0

video became a new status quo and I had to reject it . I now cannot

accept myself being associated with what's called video. Because in

fact I'm not, im I'm interested in all different aspects . This con-
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a
tinuous escape of any conformism I see asonly self-definee towards the

whole possibility .

JON How do you see yourself as building the institutionalization of

that which will follow you? Your video is very important in this,

it established almost a eh school - not quite that - but a school of

video .

WOODY: It was the innocence in a way.

	

It was the unpredictability, in
(ante-!)

fact it was the e obscureness . It just became obvious later. But when

we practiced it the most when I believed in it the most, it was the
lima~~ne Uer

most obscure .

	

There's a lot of personal justifications for that .v It

may happen only once .

	

It happened to me the first time, because my
true

first o interest was in poetry but I was facing an unbelievable amount

of past - formally and linguistically . So video was 44e a lucky

experience for ma. But again I believe every generation has it's own

window. Because your time hasn't even come, I feel. Jon. This is

just an introduction to something e4lse for you.

STEINA: But Jon, I'm very interested in how you see the interaction of

individual and

	

society.

JON : I can only watch myself as a manifestation .

	

I guess I have no real

belief in absokute freedom - absolite nonconformity.

	

I see very little

freedom . This boob, Darlington, which is possibly somewhat off-the -wall,

somewhat excessive,``nonetheless posits that the culture has evolved in

various ways because people have been fucking like rabbits for centuries.

It's about genetic combination of different peoples . And he makes a

fairly convincing case - there are many questions I have, especially

about his patterns of reasoning. And so here I am in my culture .

	

And

I gr9w up in New York City and I go to the Museum of Modern Art or the

Metropolitan every day for five years during my most impressionable

period, and I go to Carnegie Hall and I goe to the Village Vanguard and

all of these thingsAnd then I read these books and I go to this High

School and my parents are like this and then I do something which is

maybe out of the mainstream . Maybe not . So I see myself as in complete

conformity with that culture .

	

I might be a little off to the right

side or the left side, but I am nonetheless a manifestation of that

culture and that history. That whole product . It was amazing to me

happen .
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when Morton was here .

	

Because I had a lot of . . .I had a number of hours

of discussion with him . 4 I realized that I and he had virtually

nothing in common. None of these basic kind of intellectual things

that allow people to talk, except to have a good time and to compare

their complete differences . That we had none of those common factors .

That he had come from a completely different culture than I had. And

held none of my suppositions, nor my categories nor my frame, modes of

reasoning nor even the need to ask the kinds of questions that I do.

And so that was very very interesting to me . Jane as well .
wi1at

STEINA : Well that%has been also very interesting to us always about

So
Phil. But I was surprised in this interviewhe seemed to me to be

different .

JON: He was talking about things where you had to conform which are

institutional matters . That's part of it .

STEINA: Because I agree with you.

	

Culturally he's miles w away.

JON: Right . And I can only respect him for many reasons,

	

So here is

&Rho is
Phil Mortonvmaking video tapes in Chicago, which we know these people

they're not far away, we can talk about certain things . But when it

came to talking about broader issues,

	

I was a manifestation of my

culture, which was far more European than his, and he was a manifestation

of his culture which is very very American .

	

Such as I think you never

find in New York City.
1.:h*

WOODY : So what do you. .think"he represented morej conformistl existence or

more individualistic form of existence?

JON : Well I can't see it in those terms because he is conforming to his

culture where he derives it - from C .B . and from midwest and sotthwest l c1 110(

he's from a rural area. He grew up in western Pennsylvania. He's con-

forming to his . ANd I am conforming to mind . And what's more, he's .

conforming extremely concretely. His experience is very concAlite, his

tapes are very concrete . . Him writing a letter to General Motors about

his van. And the things that I thought are hugely abstract and they're

abstract because I grew up and went to the Modern and listened to music

of a different kind which did not deal with human emotions. Things like

Bach for instance, and earlier music . And so I had been trained that

aY'cl

	

~a;<<y
art yn experience were to be these very- abstract kind of qualities .

And that he had been trained that these things are personally involved
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and very direct .

	

And then all the categories that he brings to think

about it .

	

He's not concerned that his image processkdg performances

aren't deep.

	

He's concerned about the pf experience that goes into

that performance and I'm concerned about the product and that's a huge

difference .

STEINA: But at the same time you are on the same " side;the two of

you.
Inaway "
ioN# That's why I chose him as an example .

STEINA: He's an interesting subject . He's also interesting for another

reason that hele has changed his culture . Because dressing up like a

Texan and cowboy boots and with the hat has nothing to do with Pennsyl-

vania, Allegheny County. You know, it's just south of us here, Vat's

where he grew up. So he has transformed himself into the dream that

he had to be a real Westernere and he does it genuinely and thoroughly

and I have to actually admire him for it because he does it even to

that

	

. But he aees i4 is on

the same side as us because in a way he has no career at the institution, .

It is his life-support only. And hi is an indifidual man. So because

I divide people ads Woody does also in these two categories : those who

will work for others and those who will create for themselves. And it

becomes apparent in every art movement . There are the commercial artists

painting, draftsmanship, anything . . .hing. You can pick sculpture,

writing.

	

It doesn't matter what it is .

	

We will always some of us be on

this side and other w11.1 be on that side. Because we know our colleagues

who started with us who were just eager and waiting to get into the

commercial world and they just are there all right .

WOODY: I would say there is a set of unabilities that make

	

d individuals

individuals .

	

Unabilities to succeed in a particular job, Bor example .
11~l44

Many people that have,
eventhe best of the artists you respect, certainly

kumust have at one time . . . like Leonardo here, very great ambitions to

become enormously powerful"indi dual . But there was a set of inabilities .

Like he couldn't finish anything. other possibilities which eventually
W'lu

isolated him and provided this morale we call now moral background

from beirA strong individual .

	

These are the confusions which I like to
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think about because I grew up through a culture which was defined as

a power struggle between the establishment and the individual.

During occupation you could get killed because you ~t write a poem.

This society doesn't do that .

	

In this country they would just look

at you as kind of ridiculous . The same in socialism, it became very

difficult to even play music .

	

Organ music tFas banned for a long time

in Czechoslovakia.

	

See you must inderstand, these are the conditions

-~~d
which I Sind now .$c bizarre.

	

But they were very much real .

	

And I

found out of course the culture had been created through those codes

Everything, ;69ee almost everything, like if you take Beethoven's works,

only
not even Eroica and others, had these political codes - literature

is full of those .

	

Even Kafka of course, so cryptical . And all were

interpreted and I grew up and I interpreted them for myself as such.

Very much coded, individual proclamations .

	

And they had nothing to do

Jam_
with conformism because conformism there is so clear - it' 4alled

ain
bourgeois.

	

Which here doesn't make any sense because the American way

is different . The longing for conformity here is in a way the positive

one .

	

Like to be, to congregate with the whole nation.

	

tIs

	

-fheit's 710

political affiliation .

	

It doesn't mean it's immoral because it goes

with the power structure . In Ek" Europe inevitably it has always been

tke likked to thip power structure . Even religious structures. So that's

why I cannot respect the American longing for large, hugh popular culture.

JON : What happened to Dubcek

	

(

	

)

WOODY: Oh, he got a post in Slovakia. .

JON : I mean when he came in. When did that government emerge? There

must have been a complete . . .

WOODY : First of all he was a Slovak, which was at that time in a way an

independent view. Because everything from Behemia was discredited .

	

So

Ccitai r%
he gained a klnd-ef political independence .

	

Slovakia has always been

more politically independent since they've been oppressed for so many

centuries by the Hungarians .

	

So it was a whole political . . .

JON : So, had Dubcek stayed in, .and remained powerful and relatively

free you would have had a complete realignment .

WOODY: It would be a free election, so to speak. It doesn't bean it

would be a free alignment . . .
1 mPAti

	

b�11jCE~,

JON: But'these cultural alignments that you're talking of,"are
that in

America the power structure is not inherently something not to be.
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Except for those people who dedicate their lives to being part of the

power structure . Had the political conditions in Czechoslovakia

remained free, or freer, then in fact those ideas would have changed.

WOODY: They would dissolve into more decadent esthetic issues.

	

Then

the formalism would again come as an important one because it would

split the society into bourgeois art and non-conformist formalistic

art for example as it many times was .

	

But here I see analogy this

only kind of conformist art is associated form 'fun }ding through

state institutions or federal institutions and through a gallery -

that's a different system . But I'm extremely interested, that's
N4~

why - again I'm in a territory of kind of a moral question because

we have been tremendously supported through the state and also we get

some money from the federal government . So I find this an interesting

area to study. And it at least binds me into that investigation

between the state and the church and an individual because I don't

want to be part of the commericial world which is here 3ust,totally

just .

	

It's a service and youcreatkve, but you work for money - you

exchange the goods . I don't went find that more moral. In fact I'm

in a double bind, this string of relationships . . .

JON : Why are you doing tv programs?

WOODY That's what we are also trying to do now.

	

There's no boundary.

of
I'm finding more and more"image "technology as experience - video - is

over.

	

It's becoming more and more our hobby.

	

It's becomes more and

more exclusive . But that opens us tremendously.

JON: How has it become exclusive?

WOODY: Because the concerns of that medium right now are a9,ee

	

so

complex they are less democratic than video .

	

Video was not much. . .

there was not many mysteries . . .

JON : Wait, the concerns in video are very complex, you're saying.

	

I'm

misunderstanding you.

WOODY : No .

	

I'm saying that any involvement in computer brings me into

totally exlusive areas of science . Everything is

	

. I have to

rething everything. Freedom n video is in a way over, become confined

as a discipline.

	

I can only face it a hobby.

	

I cannot face it as a pro-

fession.
15

JON : Well, what I think thoughA, and tell me if I'm wrong, You have
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posed to yourself one great problem - maybe a few more, maybe two or

three - and that you have explored it in video and found that video

perhaps did not have the means to answer it or that you gave up some-

where because there was~~other tool that seemed

	

might be more

5
powerful.

	

And that this great problem which we've discussed i

	

ee AfY%df2

Modes O~

	

1hen
eise

	

pe visualization in some way. " You've defined it in more spe-
a K.nd a~

cific terms . And I wonder if this is not an act of irresponsibility .

This computer . And that your real concern is not with the hardware

44
off'.-system performance or any of these, but this one very important

and crucial problem . And I wish somehow that you would specify thist
40

much more precisely than you have been.
it's like

WOODY: I don't think it's possible to specify it . I think as f" &B

video *t, was an overwhelming experience as ;e;: of absolutely no

sense . It had no modes to control socially,

JON: I met you in 1974.

WOODY: Right . At that time . . .

JON : At that point w you were not innocent

or as a survival mechanism.

WOODY : At that time I could have kept on making video as I could.

	

I

a
would probably even bring in subject of narrativities . And I would

probably deal with video as medium that I could master, I could mani-

pulate)
arrd~ I could think about

44VO
belimparted onto the audience .

avoid that possibility.

being explored.
6i'vac

structure . Of course it

video . It was a natural

way. But it brought me

interested in exploring but they were

video was continuously exchanged . We showed,, we

some of these processes on other people's minds .

not so . It is much more subtle . It's much more

and it's much more complicated.

JON : It's much more removed, as well .

emotions and all those codes that can
sit

But I didn't want that. I was trying to
S;ree T

But naturally,""I'm still more interested in

the relationship . . .just going through the possibility of technology

It's basically an exploration of this technological

had a consistancy, it was like going from

evolution which is also a problem I think.

Because if it comes naturally then maybe it should not be followed that

another set of mysteries which I was ver - much
5a;a4y.

not visibly exchanged se Me

saw, we could implant

In this case it is

a larger discipline
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WOODY : That's right.

	

I think it's even more important, it's actually an

important job. I view it as a job this time .

JON: I guess I really can't believe you.

STEINA: Believe him what?
that Woody's

JON: Believe the tpxms heie-putting these things into. Because I really

think you're motivated by very specific - I mean, they're very general

but very definite - thinl;gs that you want to discover and prove.

	

I
SornuL~

think discover that doesn't relate to the technology"as a mew- means

of explosition. And I think you're really a philosopher in a way.

	

I

could be completely wrong about this, but I don't think so .

	

This

akso
should not be transcribed . . .
1i doeshk r(ot+ei.

WOODY:"We can always cut /U out .

JON : But. . .I see you talking in very abstract teams about large questions .

And then it seems to $ me that for you :6 to bring up it down to revealing

the technology is an absolute trivialization of these terms . Because it

seems that what is fascinating in the technology to you - like this
w1XZc.L

violation of the camera obscura principle - is only something tkat the
kin4J

technology makes available to you in a fairly immediatevway.
so

WOODY : It made itee14 obvious . The critique so to speak was so instant -

like a hammer directly in the middle of my forehead, that I just couldn't

Scop out of it .

	

I couldn't say, you know I couldn't see that . TheS greatest

cultural challenge of the

	

.

	

So I took it as a passion but also

as a total provocation . This thing just obviously shattered all the

ideas about coding image and meaning.

	

It is only the condition that

allows me to think that I have an option, see? If I wouldn't have an

option, if I would be involved innocently in a totally - in a concrete

level in the material, then I would not have time to think about it .

I would be doing what you described .

	

I would be doing investigation, I

would like to specify the language . But fortunately, or unfortunately

I had a period of a shielded existence .

	

The good conditions .

	

I have the

good conditions for also thinking about it, Mhich is a of course also a

dangerous situation because you start exchanging the activity for thought

processes and " you 4start appreciating them, those thought processes,

They become very elaborate .

	

They have their own heirarchy. You start

boil.

	

aoj when
exercising aZ3 - W-*i7m,"that's

	

you get close to the term of being
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a philosopher .

	

But it's also because I don't have the controls afbite- over
v40utd have

Image which I am eventually going towards.

	

If I -sad the controls, I

wouldn't mind exercising them and I would make images and I would say

"This is what I'm doing".

	

after all there are two schools they

say that philosophers are these people that are frustrated artists . t30 Af-

ether school says there are many good artists but there are very few

philsophers .

JON: When ou speaks of.
-the darmat ~c

	

daO

WOODY: They are very physiological, it's very hard. . . . It's like when

you are a child the first time you see an insect, do you have any

interpretations .

	

It's a phenomenon which you immediately code and put

your bank. That's what happens to me whenever I see
44,e-

into

	

event

which I have never seen before .

ArakraNc
details,

JON: 5o it has no signification.

what are the role revelations -M art 'I)%

WOODY : NO. You can speculate about i4 what it is later. You can maybe

categorize it to a certain degree . But when it happens it simply adds

somewhere, some information. It just stays with you. And that's what

I mean byprocess .

	

That's what I call the process, just putting it into

those banks . but how you get them out, if it's verbal or institutional
br

attitude, ate an image- It's a whole different stody. That I found

difficult . Because it brings ~ to the moral dilemma.

	

If you have

a duty to communicate that or if you don't. Or if you believe that it

could be passed on people . . . I mean, what is your function?

JON: But it seems to me that when you see like an insect, you invent

entymology. You invent a conception that places this insect somewhere

within that conception. And in a way. . . You're always left holding the

bag when an engineer has been talking because engineers have this con-

ception of their machines that if you see a dramatic detail - and I'm
completely

not sure I'm14understanding the nature of it . . .

WOODY: I think I used the term dramatic detail . . .

JON: Yes, it's a good. . . is that you develop a conception that encompasses

that dramatic detail . So I'm not sure we're talking about that . We had

11-1 . dramatic details of perceptual thresholds at one point.

	

So we encom-

passed the conception. . . we developed a conception that encompasses

perceptual thresholds. And those were to us amazing things - what
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flicker can do .
w_t~Cdr' `'

WOODY: Yes, but T Krther,Ve can say that the true dramatic detail

deep
is for example the hallucinatory process . For example, for me~"sanity

has always been my normal state.

	

Like hallucination was a total revelation.
W 3,2

It was something that totally altered my - it'v a dramatic detail.

JON: Well it's not a detail.

WOODY: It's an experience that brought a whole new set of esthetic

values . And in a way that's what I would say. The rest, the activity

around has that area in my interpretation .

	

It's deposited in that

set of experiences.

	

For some people, khristianity may be the same
smes

kind of profound detail that is some overwhelding.

JON : But no, the christianity is the conception as is the hallucination.

No, that's interesting. I think that the hallucination and e the

christianity are the conceptions that posit like the dramatic detail

of communion . It's funny. I've never taken communion, but I've been

there - of course I've had friends that have - and that is to me my

image of christianity, is communion.

	

Because that is the only part of

the whole thing that's relevant to me . That is the dramatic detail
of

that-:iiRper4s the whole conception and of course that imparts the

conception. This is somewhat irrelevant .

WOODY: Yes, we could discuss that has something to do with us, that's

Jesus Christ . . .

JON: You eat his body and drink his blood . . .

WOODY: Goodness and love .

	

It has many kind of mysteries, it's not so

simple. I sometimes cannot stand it, I many times cannot stand

it. But ek there are details that I have to admit are metaphysical.

JON : So where are we going?

WOODY: So .
J

JON: 2' kink we should go back to the hardware?
pne

WOODY: Yes . You should'Jpursue the original line.

can keep it together .

JON : I wonder . You see the questions that I ask myself about this are
"

	

-AS-
the questions

	

the urgency to other peoplel`questions of 1communication,

and . . . This whole endeavor has to me - not the discussion, but the things

that prod the discussion - has to me a fairly clear direction, but one

Its the only way we
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which I'm e discovering as I'm going along. And one of my primary re-

quirements is that in some sense these things that I do must be real.

They must speak of things. . .I do not want to exercise my imagination

as primary product in any wary.

	

In fact, I will invariably hold it

I think

	

what
back beca su~evit's not "fig I want to do, it's not the things that

haY,-e currency, it's of no interest to other people .

	

I find it com-

pletely suspect right now . What I find most important is that it be

disciplined because it's too easy to lapse into art and imagination .

Andequally, that it speak of things which are real not only to myself

but to other people .

	

So it is very 4 easy to found it in the hardware

of course. Because you can speak of the hardware processes and these

are in some sense verifiable . You can found it in perceptual things

because these binge-are likewise verifiable . But then I have to say

that once you have dis . . . . I still believe

	

in some way in the tran-

scendent quality of art . And this is not so much to transcend our

earthly hell to go to a hee-fenl3~ paradise of esthetic rapture but

instead that it must leap outside of its primary substance which is
e,ctsfs

the image, and communicate on a level that

	

outside of t1% image .

The image cannot only represent what is, it also must stimulate to

other levels of perception.

WOODY: Yes, but such a set of conditions cannot survive the creative

process . That's t9o many conditions imposed .

	

There has to be . . .

JON : It's a form of'constipation?

WOODY: Yes, there has to be. . .There has to be kind of a low behavioral

slip. There has to be a passion in which you violate all the cultural

notion . In fact, it has to overwhelm you to the certain degree that you

can believe it, and you can actually like it .

JON : This is the conflict .

WOODY: Later of course you can reject it . . .

JON: Sure . The conflict is that given the whole thing about things

being real in some way, then I still have this conflicting paradigm that

it must transcend.nd I think maybe you have thrown that off.

	

You are

content with the product on it's kind of most basic level of what it

is and how it works . . .
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WOODY : I have a e very simple explanation. It's not in your control.

You're at the mercy of the rest of the people . You're 4 totally

dependent on what's the audience agreeing with you, what the critics . . .

It's just no wary that the security can ever be obtained. There's not

security in this DieckiC3mekf .

	

Only security #fit you have is )aou

know that what you do is good. And you have to forgive yourself for

everything that you have bet4rayed and you have to somehow - " you

C&Yl
have to force yourself to find the time - but eventually you have to

accept yourself as what you do is good.

STEINA:

	

I know how I do it .

	

I just believe that since I make a tape

I must have got the point, known what I was doing.

	

And then you go

St eS
through all of those +

	

of doubt.

	

Especially in front of other

'}fir OUy
people and then you gol"Why did I do it?" n and 'Why am I showing

But you just have to believe in those first l g~, it's

the only thing you've got .

	

And that may be wrong, but that's not

again mine to judge, really.

	

I can't .

	

I mean, I do .

	

I don't

release everything I male,, but once I have, it's oht of my hands .

But you thing that

	

, it's very fu&y .

JON: I also think the bulk eraser is the videomaker's best friend.

That's another matter entirely. Do you understand what . . .not to posit

this as a set of conditions, but to posit the conflict within all of

this .

WOODY : What you are searching is the meaning. . .

JON : What I find is that when I go through all this and say this is

how I
will

talk to other people, and then I have to say I can tell

them

	

tut this and this and this and this ;6 and this is why I did

this and so forth, then you still have to have a point which is on

their territory. Which is the territory. . .
of

STEINA : Which is never the pointlwhy you did it . . .

JON : Frequently not . Which is in any case something which deals with

those art qualities that aren't normally considered in some sense either

humble or God-like - what's the word? I can't think of it . - divine . . .
-}11

	

i

	

C=

	

0F
That it has in some, one of those ways, AM has

	

transcendence -

it must transcend itifs primary material .

	

I find nothing in the curriculum
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of our culture or cultures that specifies that all of this is important.

WOODY: You oust made a confession of twentieth-century man. . That . . .

Everybody's searching just why in fact they should live one day honger.

JON: That's a real prob;Zlem

STEINA : And the only way you can. . .

JON : It may be the primary motivating factor of the twentieth dentury.

STEINA: of every century.

JON: No, I think more now .

WOODY? It could be because in fact for me the true art as we believed

it, is truly was over by the twenties . . .

JON : Sure, and Beethoven is so appealing to me but who can write

Beethoven any more.

WOODY: Of course we have to admit that art as we have it located in our

own mind is not practiced any more . Vhat other justification we have,

nobody else has given us any other reason . Even I grew up in a system

which explained it very well, it was the socialism, the communicsm

=
4h

	

st; (I
Pave me that substitute for Christianity. hnd it sometimes can

do it . Or some people still believe in those ideas and Christianity

comes and explains this also from time to time . But there's a per-

petual possibility that someone is desperate there will be an answer.

4+4
1

	

eventually

But sober people, the people that can face it, have to"agree then that

there is no interprdtation . There's no answer to it. And that's

what you are describing .

	

Is to believe in what you do a priori, it's
n,-E

impossible . You have to somehow. . .you have to be insecure

	

Jnsecurity,
C vP"~~,,

is

	

you can-~cc t as

total insecurity yeti have :6e eeeep;b

	

the only state that 3e possible .

&&you
maybe it is absolute . ttke = cannot be,sure, otherwise . . .

Because insecurity has possibilities. Maybe what you do is divine . Or

STEINA: I mean, thafnk God that Beethoven wasn't by any means secure.

He didn't believe what he was doing . He stopped composing sometimes for

years. And the way he scribbled over and scribbled over his manuscripts

shows that he wasn't happy with what he came up with. But you see what

friPtens 1.5
angers me is peeple a=e the people who make this and make this and all

those people that make the bullship .

	

They seem to be absolutely satisfied
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with what they're doing.

WOODY: They seem to be happy because . .

JON: Because they're in it for money.

	

And a certain quality of life.
we

WOODY : But when we accept that art is making money, then they ecome

totally understandable and happy and rith rich . We can have a purpose.

But that's

	

f what I said before . This situation in art is totally

divorced from the realities like good exchange .

	

In my own mind, or my

own circles indeed there may be still artists who take it as a commercial

414

	

44A&r
possibility and struggle on that level so maybe t3w~e is the answer.

That we should find a way, we shouldn't

	

' d any way, skp it .

Aea 44-at

	

W;

	

have
STEINA: But I hate the mW ~ artiste always has to dialogue with

the generations after them and not with their own contemporaries . It

seems to be sort of a rule because it's a totally ridiculous rule .

Because they should only actually be for their own contemporaries and

ttey then they could die because eventually we're all 4e going to die

and the sun is going to cool out . . .

WOODY: There's no eerwv14 serious life anyway, because it will cease

one w day and probably never . . .

STEINA: I'm thankful for +Ke dr-f i51'S

	

of the past but at the same time 1 teSer,f

why wouldn't they be big superstars while they were living? Why did

they also have to be half-reljected and die in poverty and stuff like

that?

WOODY : Let's turn it'around .

	

I can say bhat if we realize w that what

we do is the most artificial, has very little to do with reality, then

why not, why can't we exercise the utmost artificial, the most rational

and anti-rational.

	

It becomes eventually a task just to perpetuate

evlti
your activity beyond the point you know it has just no meaning, is

actually art . Why shouldn't you overcome this total rationalization of

JON: Because I grew up in a culture without a sense of duty. There is

no duty anywhere in my background . And I cannot give credence to any

t4hat depends upon duty to justify it.

STERNA : But you are an absolutely duty-bound fellow. By your own

creation.
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JON: Only those things that I find give me reason to be that.

STEINA: But why do things give you reason to be that? Where does

that motivation came from? Or where does society's motivation come

from and what's the difference?

JON: Well, it comes from places them of course I can't justify. Things

SOt'YY610W
that are relevant to me and''speak to me directly and deeply and impor-

tantly7 c~ Course .

STEINA: So what is the quality, better or worse? What is the quality?

t-
JON : Which quality? - You mean, what is that thingJON:

	

to me?

STEINA: No, of you defining your own, not bein b

JON: What I mean to say though that if I saw these things as a task

which I have dedicated my life to to perform as a duty¢s that I

have said that I will no longer consider that I must have a priori

justification But that I will instead say to myself that I will select

the most artificial, the most exclusive,, the most irrelevant stuff and

I will follow it for a^s long as I live with absolute dedication. I

would then be selecting for myself an artificial duty.

	

There is, in

my culture, in that part of the world in bhut- society where I grew ups

in all my values there is absolutely none of that sense .

	

Duty is to me

something which does not exist .

	

It's possibly the legacy of the sixties

but it goes back farther than that . It's an interesting thing, I mean

that's very interesting. That that's why everybody didn't go to Viet Nam .

1,5 Because of the sixtie-s,There was no sense of duty. And those people who

said they should go said it is their duty to fight for American

	

Whkk i5

v~cnder aJ
free and happy and gives you a lot of money and cars and so forth . But

my culture never gave me any of that . Sei15e .

WOODY: It must have given you a sense of competition .

JON: Competition.

	

There's a lot of that .

WOODY: Thit is, in a way. . .

	

-

STEINA: More than in any ether society. . .

WOODY: There must be a driting force which is beyond a duty, see .

JON: But on the other hand competition is the sort of thing that we

Unlearn to have

WOODY: It's a sordid affair .

	

If it's still the motivation for you to

survive or compete and deal with these thoughts then it is giving you

d
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a reason to live.

JON: See I don't want to be the best, because I can't be the best . Right?

WOODY: That is a very strange . . .
G

STEINA: Why tan't you be the best?

JON: Because . . . .

END OF TAPE SIDE TWO


